
“...strategic actions of a 

well-prepared Target 

executive team can do 

much to mitigate and 

manage the potential 

value destruction dur-

ing the critical period 

from announcement to 

closing...” 

 

A recent review of published literature in the M&A sector reveals an important gap 
in strategic thinking and organizational readiness. While there’s no shortage of 
excellent counsel regarding how to prepare a business for sale, how to value the 
enterprise and how to negotiate the price and terms of a transaction, there’s very 
little published guidance for executives leading a to-be-acquired (“Target”) compa-
ny during the critical period between the initial public announcement and the actu-
al deal closing. 

The truth is, a set of inevitable change dynamics erupt in and around the Target 
company starting immediately upon initial public announcement.  If left unman-
aged, these dynamics often lead to substantial business risks that can destabilize 
your business, negatively impact your final closing valuation and cause enormous 
disruption during a time period when it can least be afforded. While you can’t pre-
vent these dynamics from happening, we believe the proactive, strategic actions of 
a well-prepared Target executive team can do much to mitigate and manage the 
potential value destruction during the critical period from announcement to closing.  

While not an exhaustive list, these seven crucial actions the Target company exec-
utives should take have proven time and again to have a substantial impact in 
sustaining business results and improving integration outcomes.  

1. Train your leaders and top managers on The Art of Being Acquired.  

Prior to announcement, the primary job of the Target’s leadership and manage-
ment team is to run the business and take care of its customers. At announce-
ment, Target executives must immediately take on the additional responsibility of 
leading their organization through a major change. Many may not have the specif-
ic skills or competencies to play this new role effectively. Some may be on board 
with the decision, but lack the ability to lead the change. Others may be reluctant, 
or even resistant, to change until they can figure out what’s in it for them. After all, 
self-interests and “me issues” permeate every level of an organization undergoing 
change.  
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If Target company executives can train their leaders and management team prior to announce-
ment, they should do so. Realistically, however, chances are the announcement may be the first 
time you can bring them in on the deal. So, as quickly as possible, take your top leaders offsite for 
a facilitated Art of Being Acquired briefing to prepare them for the challenges ahead.  

Don’t make the mistake of thinking that just because they are good business leaders they are also 
masters of change. The period between announcement and close is one of the riskiest times of 
any deal. Make sure to equip your leaders and managers with the skills and information they need 
to understand the unique change management challenges of being acquired; what they should do 
to deal with those dynamics in a constructive way personally and with their direct reports; and 
specific actions they should and should not take to protect and preserve your business during this 
dangerous interval.   

2. Stabilize the business.  

Once the announcement is made public, uncertainty and ambiguity become Enemy #1. You must 
take immediate action to stabilize the business to prevent any negative impact on business perfor-
mance. Review every key project and make firm decisions regarding whether to accelerate, delay, 
or suspend activity. Anticipate how the competition will respond to this opportunity to leave you in 
the dust. Analyze near term opportunities and risks, and gauge what options the announcement 
now presents. Put in place a set of leading business performance indicators that let you know you 
have a problem, before the problem is insurmountable. It’s only OK to hope for the best, if you’ve 
already planned for the worst.   

3. Clarify what you can and cannot do between Announcement and Close.  

Until closing, both companies must continue to act as separate entities paying particularly close 
attention to avoid various anti-trust and anti-competitive practices such as price collusion, jumping
-the-gun, and sharing of specific anti-competitive information. Having said that, integration best 
practice has been clearly established as starting immediately upon announcement, but only under 
clear protocols governing what type of access, information sharing and dialogue can take place 
between the parties. Generally speaking, information access falls into three categories including: 
data that can almost always be shared pre-closing; data that can sometimes be shared pre-
closing; and that which can almost never be shared pre-closing. Sufficient information can almost 
always be permitted to enable substantial integration planning to be conducted pre-closing. Es-
sential exceptions include competitively sensitive data such as price lists, customer lists, con-
tracts, unpublished patent applications, specific current or future strategies, employee data and 
the like. Even on these items, third party “clean teams” may be used to analyze the information 
and summarize their findings prior to closing.  

4. Confirm pre-closing governance protocols.  

Acquisitions have a tendency to freeze Target company executives into a “wait and see” mode. 
Even the most confident leaders tend to question what they can or cannot do after announcement 
of a deal. A cloud of doubt hovers over each decision and every course of action. It’s as if they no 
longer have the “right” to run the business. Issues run the gamut, but often include core operation-
al decisions such as: “Can I extend custom terms to a major account?”; “Can I execute the facili-
ties lease we have been negotiating for six months and desperately need to keep scaling the busi-
ness?”; and, “Should I now extend the job offer to that top product manager we have been in dis-
cussions with and may risk losing to a competitor?” 

The problem is the acquiring company can’t take control until closing, but as you get deeper in the 
transaction process, substantive decisions may need to be disclosed or discussed at a high-level. 
As a result, it often seems like nobody is in charge, and this lack of governance clarity can quickly 
grind the business to a halt and frustrate employees and customers alike due to a perceived lack 
of executive responsiveness.   
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Target company executives are fully responsible for running and preserving the value of the 
business until the close of the deal, but unless you are dealing with a truly sophisticated buyer, 
chances are, these interim governance protocols haven’t been clarified during the pre-
announcement stages. Working closely with your advisors, hammer out guidelines that ensure 
your continuing ability to run the business independently and confidentially, but establish spe-
cific decision types, deal-phase timing considerations and financial levels of materiality that 
enable you to surface major decision issues to the legal counsel or the deal team for the ap-
propriate level of advance notification or arm’s length dialogue.  

5. Retain your key talent and core customers.  

Chances are the announcement is the first time most employees and customers have heard 
about the deal. So don’t be surprised by their “shock and awe” reactions. It’s not unusual for 
them to feel bewildered, and even betrayed, at least initially. Often this is followed by a period 
of anger and resentment. Needless to say, this is not the formula for maximum performance or 
optimal loyalty.  

Of course, some employees will be delighted by the news and some customers will immedi-
ately see the opportunities the deal presents. But these are not the folks you need to worry 
about. It’s the ones who can’t see the benefit that need your immediate attention…and that 
may be a whole lot more people than you anticipated.  

So the first step is to identify your key talent and core customers. Everyone should get some 
of your time and attention, but the top ten percent of your organization and the top tier of your 
customers deserve some “special treatment.” If you get them onboard, chances are that oth-
ers will follow.  If you lose them, it sends a very strong message to those left sitting on the 
fence.   Then extend this same type of proactive “re-recruiting” to other key talent on a priority 
basis.  For example, look for rising stars, key account managers, deep subject matter experts, 
and other such ‘critical keeps,’ and do something unique to keep them aligned and motivated. 

6. Communicate, but don’t overpromise.  

Easier said than done, right?  You want to reassure people, so you promise there will be mini-
mal change. But in your heart of hearts, you know that isn’t true. Don’t risk your credibility at 
this crucial time. You’re going to need it over the coming months.  

Promise change, because that’s a promise you can keep.  Treat your employees and custom-
ers like adults, with respect and honesty. They may not always like what you have to say, but 
at least they will know they can trust what you are saying. If you don’t know the answer yet, 
say so. And if you know, but can’t tell them, say that as well. Your credibility as a leader is on 
trial now, and there is no greater risk than to be perceived as untrustworthy or unreliable.  

7. Identify and preserve the value drivers of your business.  

What is your company’s “special sauce?” What is the secret to your success? What must be 
preserved at all costs if your deal is to deliver on the promises made at announcement? Get 
specific about the “critical few” elements that will make the difference between success and 
failure of the deal.  

Surprisingly few executives of acquired companies do what’s needed to protect their “value 
drivers” after announcement. Even though the acquiring company has nothing but good inten-
tions, far too often, the “integration train” starts rolling and the Target’s core capabilities or 
opportunities get unintentionally destroyed.  
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“It’s only OK to 

hope for the 

best, if you’ve 

already 

planned for the 

worst.” 

 



To discuss the specifics of your deal, contact 
mark.herndon@mapartners.net, or call 1-855-TO-ACQUIRE 
(855-862-2784), Ext. 702.  To learn more about M&A Partners, 
visit our website at mapartners.net. 

Clarify your role in integration planning. Architect a way to clearly communicate your value drivers to the buyer’s executive 
team and integration leaders so that the integration is planned with value preservation in mind. Does your salesforce have 
specific skills or knowledge that warrants keeping them separate from the acquiring sales force, at least initially? Is the pro-
prietary software that your engineers use critical to their productivity? Is direct access to a key technical leader critical to 
maintaining major customer accounts? The integration leader needs to know the handful of things that could derail the inte-
gration or the desired business outcomes. Let him or her know that you are on the team and available to consult prior to 
any detailed integration planning or decision-making.  

Of course, there are no guarantees in acquisitions. The risks are real and many. But deploying these seven strategies can 
significantly reduce the chances of your deal becoming one of the many that disappoint or fail.   

Stephanie Snyder is a Senior Partner at M&A Partners. She has more than 18 years’ experience delivering 
value-creating M&A Advisory Services to clients. She was Senior Vice President at PRITCHETT, an M&A spe-
cialty firm, and led the Global M&A Team at Nortel Networks. She served as President of her own firm, Snyder 
Consulting, for three years before joining M&A Partners. Stephanie has designed and developed custom M&A 
solutions for numerous clients, including an online methodology and playbook for John Deere to help their 
independent dealers grow through mergers and acquisitions. Stephanie’s strengths include merger integration 
planning, communications design and development, culture baselines and fit analysis, synergy realization, 
organizational design, talent retention, post-merger strategy and business optimization.  
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Mark Herndon serves as President of M&A Partners where his practice includes: M&A integration strategy and man-
agement; building internal M&A capabilities for corporate acquirers; due diligence; culture assessment and integration; 
change management, communications and leadership during periods of disruptive change.  Previously, Mark served 
as president of a transaction advisory firm that supported private equity, family offices and mid-market companies with 
M&A buy-side and sell-side transaction services including: strategy development and implementation; valuation; acqui-
sition, growth and distressed situation financing; due diligence; restructuring and workouts.  Additionally, Mark formerly 
served as U.S. Region Leader for Merger and Acquisition Services with Watson Wyatt Worldwide, a global consulting 
firm with approximately $750 million in annual revenue.  

 

Mark is the coauthor of The Complete Guide to Mergers & Acquisitions: Process Tools to Support M&A Integration 
at Every Level, Third Edition (John Wiley / Jossey-Bass, July 2014). In addition, he is the author of a popular week-
ly newsletter, Merger Monday Insights, available at www.mapartners.net, which is focused on value-added insights 
to help corporate acquirers build enterprise competency in M&A. 


